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What is Bullying?
Y5/6 Workshop held on 20th October 2015
I learned the definition of bullying – what is bullying and what is
being mean. – BH Y6
It was a good way to learn. I enjoyed the celebrity video clip –
making it seem more real. – CA Y5

What is Bullying?
Y3/4 Workshop held on 23rd October 2015
I've learned that it is not nice to bully. Bullying is constant. – KM Y3
Bullying is being nasty and naughty to people again and again. – BW Y3
Not being kind – BW Y3
Bullying is when you pick on somebody every day. CH Y4
Bullying is when someone is being mean to you over and over again – EM Y4
When someone does something over and over again. Sometimes people get
mixed up when they say it is bullying but it’s not. – CB Y3

Problem Solvers
Who are they? What do they do?
If you are sad they get someone to play with you – KM Y3
They help people if people are upset – BW Y3
They solve children’s problems – BW Y3
Help you work out any problems like fighting or when you can’t decide what to play. – EM Y4
If they are are sad about something they sort it out. My sister is a problem solver. – CB Y3
They are a friendly group who you can turn to. – JG Y6
They set up games and always include you – LP Y6
They are there to help solve the little fallouts – not the big things. – CM Y5

Assembly Launch November 2015
Intensive Training November 2015
Additional Recruitment February 2016

Anti-Bullying Week
16th – 20th November 2015
‘Wear Blue’
We all wrote something nice about each other. That was good – Y3
I like the anti-bullying week because we got dressed up in blue and it is my
favourite colour. – Y3
We played a game wher we had to show a feeling and guess what it was. This
was so we could understand how people might be feeling. – Y4
We made anti-bullying posters – Y5
We all looked the same – making a stand together – Y6
I enjoyed working as a team – showing that bullying is not acceptable. – Y6

Words Can Hurt
That’s so GAY!
11th January 2016
I learned that it is not nice to call people gay. – Y3 LM
Our problem solvers helped in this assembly and told us other words to use
instead of gay – That’s rubbish! – Y5 AD
We learned lots of different words to avoid saying ‘gay’ – we really don’t need
to use it. – Y6 CY
It made me understand how hurtful ‘gay’ can be: if you haven’t got anything
nice to say – don’t say it – Y6 CW

Cyber Savvy
Y3/4 / 5/ 6 Workshops 4th February 2016
I know if someone requests to be your friend, don’t do it because they
good be a stranger and lying about who they are. – CK Y3
Think about who is your friend on line and get rid of on line friends you
have never met. – AW Y3
I learnt that if you post pictures on line, anyone can access them and
save them – that’s so unsafe because you don’t know who is behind the
computer screen. Y5 MP
You should know in person, the people you add as friends. Y5 ML

